
 

God At Work #5: “Suddenlies”  

Jeremiah 29:11 (NIV) “For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you                   
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” 
  

● The “Suddenlies”—Preparing for the unexpected movements of God 
○ Part #1: Hope 
○ Part #2: Process 
○ Parts #3 and # 4: Cooperation 
○ Part #5: “Suddenlies” 

 
● “Suddenlies” come in two forms: 

○ Something that unexpectedly interrupts the course of our lives 
○ Something we are seeking that “suddenly” comes 
○ Malachi 3:1b (ESV)  
○ Exodus 3:1–10 (ESV) 

 
● Sometimes God steps “unexpectedly” into time to accomplish His purpose and bring a             

shift to the direction of our lives.  
○ 2 Kings 9:1–10 (ESV) 

 
● This is where the three words we already dealt with come in: 

○ Hope  
○ Process 
○ Cooperation 

 
● Times and Seasons—Chronos and Kairos 

○ Ecclesiastes 3:1 (NIV)  
○ Chronos = time as in sequential moments, the normal progression of things 
○ Kairos = a season that stands out from the rest, breakthrough moment, momentous             

occasion that changes the course of events 
 



 

● Two elements to being in “the right place”: 
○ Walk with God in obedience. Be “present.” 
○ Live in hope. 

 
● What do I do with a “suddenly?”  

○ When things don’t go your way, do not let disappointment become a trap; don’t              
let it derail you. 

■ Psalm 42:5–6 (ESV)  
○ Delay is not “no.”  
○ Do not become deluded by the status quo.  
○ Evaluate the “opportunity.”  

■ Pray and ask God for guidance—Isaiah 30:21 (ESV) 
■ Seek the input of others—Proverbs 11:14 (NASB)  

○ Respond to “God opportunities” in obedience by faith. A proper response to a             
“kairos moment” or a “suddenly” always requires a step of faith. 

■ Zechariah: Luke 1:18–20 (ESV)  
■ Mary: Luke 1:34–38 (ESV)  

  

  
 

1. Not every opportunity is the best opportunity. How can we keep ourselves open to              
“suddenlies”, but also ground ourselves and ask God/others for guidance? 
 

2. How did Zechariah (Luke 1:18–20) and Mary (Luke 1:34–38) respond differently to their kairos              
moments? What do you take away from their stories? 

 
3. In the sermon, we discussed five ways to respond to a “suddenly” our lives. What kind of heart                  

does it take to respond well to a “suddenly”? What might prevent us from responding well? 
 

4. Our theme verse for this series was Jeremiah 29:11. Over the last five weeks, how has your                 
understanding of God’s work in your life increased?  


